ABSTRACT
Introduction
Video can be simply defined as an audio-visual information type. With the rapid advances on communication technology, computer performance and storage media, video is now available on various applications such as internet conferencing, multimedia authoring systems, eeducation and video-on-demand systems. As the application fields of video increase, the demand for organizing video scenes and retrieving the desired information in huge database increase as well. As a consequence, scene analysis on video has become an important research topic [1, 2] .
Scenes are formed by semantically related individual shots that are uninterrupted segments of a video frame sequence with static or continuous camera motion [3] . Accurate shot transition detection therefore plays a crucial role to organize video contents into meaningful parts for scene analysis [4] . Shot transitions may occur with either abrupt or gradual shot transition. In abrupt shot transition, the change of video content occurs over a single frame. In gradual shot transition, however, the content change takes place gradually through a short sequence of frames. The gradual transition is also divided into several subgroups such as fading, dissolving, wiping, noise and camera movements (pan, tilt, zoom) [5] .
Performance of shot transition detection methods directly depends on the features that are used to represent the video content. Existing shot transition detection techniques utilize differences on features over consecutive video frames. Pixel differences and histogram differences are the most widely used approaches among all [6] [7] [8] .
In our study, we propose a novel shot transition detection approach which employs fractal dimension (FD) information. FD, which was introduced by Mandelbrot [9] , is an important tool to extract roughness of textural features from images. Most of the real-world objects have complex and irregular structures that cannot be described by using ideal mathematical shapes such as cubes, cones and cylinders defined in Euclidean geometry. It is however easier to characterize these objects by their FD. Using FD in image feature extraction and segmentation is induced by the observation that FD has a strong correlation with human judgment of surface roughness and is relatively insensitive to image deformation as well [10] . FD has been previously applied to many areas in image processing and pattern recognition. FD, which is calculated from gray level images [11] , can be used as a feature in pattern recognition process. Textural segmentation, classification, shape analysis are applicable research areas of FD in satellite, medical and natural images [12, 13] . Image zooming [14] , video coding [15] and compression [16, 17] are other research topics where FD is used as a feature. Reference [18] is one of the few studies where FD is used for scene analysis purpose. FD is here employed as one of the features for scene extraction process rather than shot transition detection. In the regarding study, shot transition detection, which is an important part of scene extraction job, is carried out by pixel-difference based motion intensity method with simple threshold approach. Furthermore, it has been indicated that the performance of shot transition detection is not good at all especially for gradual transitions.
In our study, the proposed shot transition detection method utilizes FD difference (FDD) values of consecutive video frames. Using FD rather than pixel or histogram information would help more to define roughness of image intensity surface and textural information of video frames so that locations of shot transitions can be detected with higher precision. Benefits of using FD for shot transition detection are previously shown in [19] particularly for gradual transitions. In addition to getting benefit from FD information of video frames in shot transition detection, this study (originated from [20] ) offers additional novelties and improvements with respect to [19] . FD values are now estimated from sub-regions of video frames. In this way, locations of the shot transitions are emphasized much clearly. Another novelty of the study is on computation of FD information itself. Standard FD estimation method is now simplified so that computational complexity is drastically reduced with just a slight deviation on the obtained FD value. FD based shot transition detection method is tested on sport videos including soccer and tennis matches, which contains considerable amount of shot transitions with respect to other videos. The proposed method is compared with well-known pixel and histogram based methods. Experimental results reveal that the proposed method not only offers comparable performance with respect to the abovementioned detection methods but also surpasses them in some cases as well.
Organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 summarizes the pixel and histogram based shot transition detection approaches that are available in the literature. In Section 3, computation of FD is briefly described. Section 4 introduces the proposed shot transition detection method based on FD. Section 5 includes experimental work and results. Finally, conclusions of the paper are given in Section 6.
Pixel and Histogram Based Shot Transition Detection
In the literature, as mentioned before, pixel differences and histogram differences are the most widely used approaches for shot transition detection. Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is the fundamental pixel difference method. In this approach, the difference between two frames is obtained by calculating the value that represents the overall change in pixel intensities of images [4, 6] . The sum of absolute pixel-wise intensity differences between two frames is used as a frame difference as shown in (1), where 1 f and 2 f are intensity values of consecutive frames, X and Y are the height and weight, x and y represent pixel coordinates of the frames, respectively. All pixel difference methods are very sensitive to noise and camera motion [4] .
Histogram difference method is another widely used approach in shot transition detection. Histogram represents the distribution of pixel values in an image. Gray level and color histograms are very useful tools to measure difference between two frames [4, 8, 21, 22] . There exist various histogram difference methods such as bin to bin difference (B2B) and histogram intersection (INT) methods [23, 24] . B2B is computed as in (2) where 1 h and 2 h are histograms of consecutive frames and N is the number of pixels in a single frame.
Histogram intersection of two consecutive frames can be obtained using
In [6, 8] , pixel and histogram based methods are compared and it is observed that the histogram methods provide a good trade-off between accuracy and speed. All these methods however have several disadvantages in determining the shot transitions. They are sensitive to camera motion, large-sized object motion, noise, sudden object appearance, pan and zoom which make it difficult to determine gradual transitions particularly.
Fractal Dimension
Several FD calculation methods have been developed following the increase in usage of fractal geometry for different research fields. The choice of which method to use depends on the application field and algorithmic complexity. All these FD computation methods, however, follow the same principles of Hausdorff-Besicovitch (D) Dimension [25] . D dimension of a bounded set A in n  is a real number used to characterize the geometrical complexity of A. Here, the set A is called a fractal set if its D dimension is strictly greater than its topological dimension [26] . D dimension of a subset X of Euclidean space can be replaced by counting number of open balls used to cover X.
The box counting dimension ( B D ) of set A is defined as
where r N is the number of the boxes of size r needed to cover A [9] .
According to [11] , gray level values are assumed to be a 3D surface to calculate the FD of an image. Three dimensional view of gray scale image given in Figure 1(a) is shown in Figure 1(b) .
FD can be estimated by using well known Differential Box Counting (DBC) method, also known as Blanket method. To calculate r N , the image of size M × M pixels is scaled down to a size s × s (Figure 2) where
and s is an integer. r is the scaling ratio and calculated using
The image is considered as 3-D space with (x, y, z) axes. While (x, y) is denoting 2-D position, the z axis denotes gray level. After (x, y) space is partitioned into grids of size (s × s), each grid contains column of boxes of size s × s × h. If the total number of gray levels is G then (G/h) is equal to (M/s). Let the minimum and maximum gray level of the image in the (i, j) th grid fall in box number k and l, respectively. For each (i, j) th grid, ( , ) r n i j is the contribution of r N as shown in (7). Considering the contributions from all grids, r N is then obtained as in (8) .
, different values of s. Then, using (5), FD is estimated using linear least square fitting (LSF) of log( r N ) against log(1/r).
FD based Shot Transition Detection
In this study, video frames, which will be segmented into shots, are first converted to gray scale before computing FD. Here, gray level values are assumed to be a 3D surface just as in standard DBC method. Instead of computing FD value for complete frame, each frame is first partitioned into four regions of equal size as illustrated in Figure 3 .
Features that are used in the shot transition detection are then obtained by calculating average of these regional FD differences (FDD) as in (9) . Hence, four different regions in video frame have separate contributions to overall FDD value. Figure 4 shows shot transitions and feature differences for one of the test videos used in the study. The figure indicates how the shot transitions are detected using one (complete) and four sub-regions. It is obvious that dividing frames into smaller sub-regions in feature extraction stage provides a noise reduction on feature difference values so that locations of the shot transitions are emphasized much more. It is verified that the same statement is true for the other test videos. Therefore, video frames are divided into four sub-regions to compute FDD in the experiments.
While computing regional FD values, standard DBC method [11] , which is previously explained, may be used. This method employs all possible point pairs between two scales for LSF which is a time consuming task. In our proposed method, instead of standard DBC, a simplified version is developed as another novelty. In this version, only two pairs of   log log
In standard DBC method [11] , complexity of r N calculation, which is used to compute FD of an M × M image, is   FD values that are computed by SDBC are pretty close to the ones obtained by standard DBC method. Moreover, achieving low processing time in computing the FD differences of consecutive video frames is much more important than computing the FD values precisely in shot transition detection process. Figure 6 shows the similarity between SDBC and standard DBC for the features of a test video. Shot transition locations can be clearly observed in both cases (Figure 6(a) and (b) ). Figure 6( Figure 5 that the slope of the line starts changing for small values of s. To overcome this problem, minimum value of s is determined as 6. Thus, low limit of r value at point 2 p is computed as 1/40 using (6 , p p using DBC and SDBC method, are compared (Figure 6(c) ).
After computation of FDD values, shot transitions can be located using a threshold approach. Thresholding is an important tool in video shot transition detection. Among different threshold techniques [27] [28] [29] , typical approach is to define a fixed threshold value. Nevertheless, this approach may not provide good detection performance because every video has different characteristics. While a high threshold value increases the number of missed detections, a lower threshold increases the number of false detections. In our study, therefore, a dynamic threshold method (DTM) is used where threshold is dynamically changed during shot transition detection process [30] . The threshold in DTM is computed by considering the presence of a shot transition and the variation of frame contents. DTM consists of two threshold stages: fixed and dynamic. Initially, a fixed threshold is used. After a shot transition occurs, a dynamic threshold then takes place of the fixed one. Dynamic value is determined as given in (11) , where low T is a fixed threshold, high T is a dynamically raised threshold, and t is the elapsed time after a shot transition occurrence.
In (11), time varying function   f t can be linearly defined as,
where max t is calculated by
In all shot transition detection methods, which are tested in the study, DTM is used as the thresholding tool.
Experimental Study
In the experimental work, soccer and tennis match videos containing various types of shot transitions are used to justify the proposed method. The reason to use sport videos particularly for this study is that lots of object moves and shot transitions are present in this type of videos. A total of seven videos consisting of 17,985 frames are used in testing. The frame size is 240 × 320 pixels. Before testing, actual locations of shot boundaries through the test videos are identified by a thorough manual analysis. Thus, total numbers of gradual (dissolve, pan, wipe, zoom) and abrupt shot transitions are determined as 89 and 95, respectively. Figures 7-11 contain sample video frames from the test set displaying abrupt, dissolve, pan, wipe, and zoom type shot transitions. After manual detection of shot transition locations on the test videos, the method proposed in the current study (FDD new ), the previously proposed FDD method (FDD old ) [19] , and classic methods (SAD, B2B, INT) are conducted to detect the shot transition locations tagged previously. Detection performances of the methods are measured and compared using popular F1 measure [31] , which uses both recall and precision information. Recall and precision parameters are obtained as in (14) and (15) . In these formulas, N M , N C and N F represent missed, correct and false detections, respectively.
In case of our study, recall is the ratio of number of correctly detected shot transitions obtained by a particular method to total number of actual shot transitions. Similarly, precision is the ratio of number of correctly detected shot transitions to total number of correctly and incorrectly detected shot transitions. F1 measure is then computed using 1 2 precision recall F precision recall Tables 1 and 2 show detection results for the abrupt and gradual shot transitions respectively for all videos. Additionally, Table 3 provides an overall analysis without considering distinct types of the shot transitions. In case of abrupt shot transitions, INT has the best performance whereas FDD new and B2B are runners up. More- Table  3 , it is obvious that the proposed method (FDD new ) sur-passes all the other approaches. This analysis verifies that the proposed method offers a promising performance in detection of shot transitions with respect to classical detection methods. Moreover, it surpasses the other methods in detection of gradual transitions, which is a more challenging job than detecting abrupt transitions, as well.
Conclusions
In this work, FD based shot transition detection method is proposed as alternative to classical pixel and histogram based methods available in the literature. The proposed method employs FD differences of consecutive video frames to detect the shot transitions where roughness of image intensity surface and textural information of video frames are taken into consideration. Difference of FD values for consecutive frames depends on the variations of frame contents. Since these variations are very large during the shot transitions, FD can be employed as an alternative tool in detection of these transitions. There are also additional novel approaches in the study other than use of FD information for shot transition detection. The first novelty is to utilize regional FD values instead of single FD per video frame in detecting the difference between consecutive frames. Using regional FD based feature differences reduces noise that may cause false alarm in detection process. Thus, locations of shot transition are strongly emphasized and detection performance is improved. Another novel approach of the study is the development of SDBC which reduces the computational complexity of standard DBC in computation of FD values. Due to high processing cost of DBC algorithm, the use of FD information in detection of shot transitions may not be suitable at all. In our study, however, complexity of FD calculation is significantly reduced so that FD can be easily employed for detection purpose. Moreover, the reduction in FD computation time would speed up not only the shot transition detection process but also the other processes using fractal information in different research fields. The proposed shot transition detection method is tested on sport videos including soccer and tennis matches and efficacy of the method is compared with the classical pixel and histogram based methods. Experimental results verify that the proposed method not only offers comparable performance with respect to the abovementioned detection methods but also surpasses them in case of gradual shot transitions as well. As a future work, a hybrid shot transition detection algorithm combining classical and FDD based methods is planned to develop.
